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Elementary and exponential sum approaches are used to obtain results for gaps 
between squarefree numbers. An elementary proof is given that there exists a 
positive constant c such that if x ‘is sufficiently large, then the interval (x, x + h], 
where h = cx2/‘, contains a squarefree number. Using exponential sums, it is shown 
that for any E ~0 one can take h =x~‘~~“+~. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we examine elementary and non-elementary methods for 
finding small values of h = h(x) such that whenever x is sufficiently large, 
the interval (x, x + h] contains a squarefree number. Fogels [3] proved 
that one can take h =x215+’ where E is a fixed arbitrary number >O. 
Roth [ 111 gave an elementary proof that one may take h =x114+’ and 
then showed using van der Corput’s method that one can take 
h 9 x3’13(log x) 4/13 for a suitably large choice of the implied constant. Nair 
[8] noted that the elementary method can be modified to obtain h B x1’4 
and recently the author [2] has shown h % x3’13 is obtainable by using only 
elementary methods. Using exponential sum techniques, Richert [lo], 
Rankin [9], Schmidt [12], and Graham and Kolesnik [S] have obtained 
the better results h 9 x*‘~ log X, h = x0+& where 8 = 0.221982..., 6~ 
109,556/494,419 = 0.221585 . . . . and 13 = 105714785 = 0.2208986..., respec- 
tively. 
In Section 2, we give an elementary proof that one may take h = cx2j9 for 
some constant c > 1. In Section 3, we use some simple exponential sum 
estimates in combination with the elementary methods to establish the 
THEOREM. There is a constant c > 1 such that if x is sufficiently large, 
then there is a squarefree number in the interval (x, x + exe] where 
8 = 5123 = 0.2173913.... 
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In Section 4, we discuss how the theory of exponent pairs can be used 
to make further improvements. In particular, we use a recent result of 
Huxley and Watt [7] to show that the theorem holds with 
6 = (47/217) + E = 0.21658986175.. + E. 
Before concluding this section, the author thanks Professor Halberstam 
for his comments and suggestions during the writing of this paper. 
Notation. 
e d 2/9. The actual value of 8 will be determined by the 
section we are in. 
h=cx’ 
Cl, c2, ... 
a 
A VITV2 
a, b, a’, u, u’ 
P 
.Y 
xi 
4x1 
where c is a sufficiently large constant, and, in particular, we 
take c > 1. The appearance of an E in the exponent for the 
value of 6 in Section 4, allows us to take c = 1 in that result. 
are positive constants independent of c. Similarly, implied 
constants in the Vinogradov notation $ and 6 are inde- 
pendent of c. 
is any real number. 
are positive real numbers. 
are positive integers. 
represents a prime. 
denotes a sufficiently large real number (i.e., x > 
x,(c, Cl3 c2, . ..)I. 
is a sum corresponding to case j (see Section 2). 
denotes e2ni.r. 
2. THE ELEMENTARY METHOD 
Let S denote the number of integers in (x, x + h] which are not 
squarefree. Then 
where 
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s2 = c ([y]-[;]). 
x@JGG<pG2Jx 
We estimate S2 by bounding the size of 
S( t, , t2) = {U E (tr , t2] : there exists an integer m such that mu2 E (x, x + h] }, 
where t, and t2 may depend on x and 8. Hence 
s, < lL!qxe J&G, 2 &,I. 
Thus, to show that 0 is admissible, it suflices to obtain 
JS(xe J&i, 2 &)I 4 c”xe 
for some constant cr < 1. To bound the left-hand side of the above expres- 
sion, we make use of the following (cf. [2]): 
LEMMA 1. Zf 
then 
I Sb”‘, x”*)( 4, Xa-b”‘* 
then 
IS(x”, 2x91 -4xa+p+ for v,6qh<v,, 
I SW’, xUZ)I -+ xa+pu2. 
In [2], we considered only a > 0, but the proof easily extends to any real 
CC. To see how Lemma 1 is used and to make this paper more self- 
contained, we briefly explain a method of Roth [ 111 which was 
later generalized by Halberstam and Roth [6]. Let q5 be such that 
x) > xe &. Suppose that mu’ and m’(u + a)’ are in (x, x + h] and that 
u and u + a are in S(x@, 2x4). In particular, x* < u < 2x” and a < U. Thus, 
Similarly, 
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ml’=-+ O(hx--2”). 
(u :a)2 
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Thus, 
m(2u - a) - m’(2u + 3a) 
a3x 
u2(u f a)’ 
+ O(hx-+). (1) 
Since the left-hand side of the above equation is an integer, we get that 
there is a constant c’ > 0 such that if x is suffkiently large and if 
a < c’x’~~- “13, then ~(224 - a) - m’(2u + 3a) = 0. Following Nair [8], 
suppose now that u and u + a are the minimal elements in In S(x”, 2x”) 
where I is an interval of length GC’X (44- ‘)j3. Furthermore, suppose that 
m”(u + a + b)2 E (x, x + h] with u + a + b E In S(x#, 2x”). Then the above 
imply that 
m(2u - (a + b)) - m”(2u + 3(a + b)) = 0, 
and 
m’(2(u + a) - b) - m”(2(u + a) + 3b) = 0. 
Hence. 
m(2u - a - b)(2u + 2a + 3b) - m’(2u + 2a - b)(2u + 3a + 3b) = 0. 
But m( 2u - a) - m’(2u f 3~) = 0 now implies that 
m((2u - a - b)(2u + 2a + 3b)(2u + 3a) 
-(2u-a)(2~+2a-b)(2u+3~+3b))=O, 
which reduces to - 12mab(a + b) = 0. This is an apparent contradiction; 
thus, it must be the case that JZn S(x”, 2x4)( < 2. By dividing (#,2x4] 
into subintervals of length < c’xC40- 1)‘3, we now get that 
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Therefore, 
IS(x”, 2x9 6 XC’ -)Y3 whenever xe JiGgG<x4<2fi. 
We deduce from Lemma 1 that 
IS(x ’ -38, 2 &I $ x0. 
In a similar way, by using a second difference technique [2] or by using 
exponential sums [ 111, one can establish that 
IS(xd, 2x9 < xc1 +*+)” for &,<~$<j$. 
The latter actually holds whenever x0 & < x+’ < 2 & (cf. the proof in 
[2 1). We deduce from Lemma 1 that 
(S(x@ Jtogx, x(7e- q 6 xe. 
Thus, it suffices to show that 
m (‘O-1)/2, x1-38 )I << c”xO. 
We do this by estimating JS(x”, 2x”)( for 4 satisfying 
(7e-ly2<+a-3e. (2) 
Note that we consider only 0 > l/5 so that (2) implies 4 > 0 since 
(784)/2=8+(5e-i)/2. 
For an interval ZG (x”, 2x”], define 
t,(a) = ) {u: u and u + a are consecutive elements of S(x”, 2x4) n Z} (, 
and let 
t(a) = 4x4,2.&] (0). 
The methods of [2] imply that there is an absolute constant c’ > 0 such 
that any subinterval of Z of length < min(lZl, c’~-‘/~x(~~-‘)~~) has 4 1 
elements u with both u and u + a in S(x”, 2x4). This gives that 
r,(u) e )I[ u1’3x(1 - 5d)‘3 + 1. (3) 
With a little care, one can use (3) in a direct manner to obtain that 
8 = 3/13 is admissible in the theorem. The main idea in this section is to 
show that for 111 chosen appropriately there are many integers a for which 
t,(a)=0 so that often one can do better than (3). 
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Let A > 1, and fix UE (A, 2A]. Suppose t,(a) 2 1. Fix u with u and u + a 
both in In S(x’, 2x’). From (l), there is an integer m, such that 
U3X 
u’(u + a)* 
= m, + O(hx-6). 
If also ?,(a+ a’) > 1 with a + a’ E (A, 2A], then for some u’, both u’ and 
u’ + (a + a’) are in In S(xB, 2x”) and there is an integer m2 such that 
(a + u’yx 
u”( u’ + a + a’)* 
= m2 + O(hx-“). 
Observe that 
(u+a’)3 U3 
u’2(lf’ + a + a’)* - uyu + a)* 
-%(I-$g, 
where 
R = (u’ - u)(d3 + u’*u + U’U* + u3 + 224’*u + 2u’uu + 2u*a 
+ u’u2 + Ud) + u’(211’3 + u’*u’ + 2u%). 
Using that u, u + a, u’, and u’ + a + a’ are in In S(xm, 2x”) gives that 
R =+ (II) + u’)x~~ and hence 
(3u’d + 3d2u + u’3)x 
U4 
= m2 - ml + O(cxe-“) + O(u’~I~xl-~~) + O(A3 )I1 xlw5+). (4) 
Sinceuandu+u~ZnS(~~,2x~),u~~Z~.Nowuandu+u’~(A,2A]imply 
that u’<A<u<lZ(. Thus, the term O(U’A~X’-~@‘) in (4) is <A3 (I( xl-‘@. 
Hence. 
( 3u’u2 + 3u’*u + d3)x 
U4 
= m, - m, + O(cx’-“) f O(A3 (I) x1- 5+). (5) 
Denote the term on the left-hand side above by M. Note that 3/16 < 
A4/(u’A*x1-4@) < 28. 
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LEMMA 2. There exist constants cl, c2, and cs such that if u, u + a, u’, 
and zi + a + a’ E In S(x”, 2x4), where ZC (x4, 2x4] and a and a + a’ are in 
(A, 2A], then one of the following is not true: 
III d c,a’A - lx4 , 
a’>c c~-2x3#+o--1 0 2 7 
a’< c3Ap2x4”-‘. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Proof: Assume (6), (7), and (8) all hold. If c1 is sufficiently small, then 
the absolute value of the term in (5) corresponding to O(A3 (I( XI-~“) is 
<M/3. If c2 is sufficiently large, then the absolute value of the term 
O(C?-~) is <M/3. If c3 is sufficiently small, then M < f. With the 
constants cl, c2, and c3 thus chosen, we deduce from (5) that 
O<iM=M--fM--$M<m,-m, 
<M+fM+$M<2M<l, 
contradicting that m, -m, is an integer. This completes the proof. 
We estimate C t(a) where the sum ranges over all values of a in certain 
subintervals of [ 1, co ). Each subinterval will correspond to a “case” under 
consideration. More explicitly, we consider subintervals of [l, 00) of the 
forms [l,cz,], (ai, uj+,] for j=l,2, . . . . k-l, and (LQ, co), where for the 
remainder of this section, k = 5 and, in Section 3, k = 6 or k = 5 depending 
on whether 4 < 5 or Q 2 &. We will use the notation cj to indicate that the 
sum is over all a in case j. 
The arguments dealing with the a E [ 1, a11 and a E (tlk, co) are relatively 
simple, and we deal with them at once. By (3), 
C t(a) $ C (x”a1’3x+5~U3 + 1) 
1 <aGal 1 <n<a* 
<,(1-W361;/3+cI,; (9) 
and, since 
X”> 2 at(a) 3 C at(a), 
o=l a > ak 
J, t(a) d cl; lx? 
In the case of each 
c t(a) (forj= 1, 2, . . . . k- l), 
a,-=asa,+, 
(10) 
(11) 
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we proceed more carefully. First, we subdivide the sum further in the 
obvious way into sums of the type 
A <LA t(a’T 
where A E (LX~, ai+, 1, and then, in the case of each sum of this type, we 
partition (x”, 2x”] into, say, B, disjoint intervals I,, Z2, . . . . Is, so that 
c t(a)< ? (( 
A<a<2A /“l A<o<ZA 
t,,(a))+l). (121 
Let B2 = B,(A) be a uniform bound on the number of UE (A, 2A] for 
which r,(a) > 1; thus, for each je (1, . . . . Z?,), there is at most B, integers 
ae(A,2A] for which t,(a)>l. For each Jo {l,.-, B,}, consider 
QE (A, 2A] as small as possible ‘with t,Ja)>, 1. Each a’ as in Lemma 2 
(with Z= Zj) corresponds to an a-t a’ E (A, 2A] such that t,.(a + a’) 2 1. In 
other words, if B2(j) is a bound on the number of a’ as in Lemma 2 with 
Z= Zi, then we can take 
We also take B, = B,(A) to be a uniform bound on t,,(u) so that 
t&4 G & for 1 <j<B, and A<uQ2A. 
From (3) we can choose 
B, +, z:XB, (IZjl> AL’3~‘i-s’)‘3 + 1, 
. . 
(13) 
and from (12) we get that 
A <;< 2A t(a) G B, t&B, + 1). (14) 
We will use Lemma 2 to obtain appropriate values for B, and B2. These, 
together with the bound on B, in (13), will be used in (14). Finally, we will 
use the following lemma to estimate (11) from (14). 
LEMMA 3. Let g: (1, co)-+R+. Zf 
,<;<,, t(u)4ABg(4 for u,GAAvv,, 
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then 
c t(a) Qp Qg(x). 
“1 <asoz 
We note that if /3 is replaced by 0 in the first and second asymptotic 
inequalities in Lemma 3, then the second asymptotic inequality holds with 
an extra factor of log x. Furthermore, Lemma 3 can easily be extended to 
deal with a sum of several terms on the right-hand side of the form 
A *@g(x); the result then is a bound on C,, < aG v2 t(a) which is a sum of 
corresponding terms of the form u,sflg(x). When referring to Lemma 3, we 
shall understand the reference to be to this more general form. We omit the 
proof of Lemma 3 since it is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 1 
(given in [2]). 
&ye 1. 1 <a< c3’sx(34+o-1)/3. 
From (9), we get that 
Cl t(a)~~4~5(~~3~+~-1)/3)4/3x(1-220)f3+C3/5x(3(+9-1)/3 
$ c4/5xt6” + 49 - 1 u9 
since 4 < 1 - 38 (from (2)) and even 8 > l/10 imply that (64 + 48 - 1)/9 > 
(3$5+8- 1)/3. 
care 2 c315x(36 + e - 1113 < a < c;Px(30 + 9 - 1 k/2* 
Let A E [,3/5x0,+@- 1)/j, c’~~x~~+~~‘~‘~]. Then (2) and a’<A imply 
that (8) holds since (3++:- 1)/2 < (@ - 1)/3. We partition (x@, 2x”] 
into B, intervals I of length ,(min(x”, c,c,~A-~x~+~-‘}. Since 
A 2 c3i5x(34 + ’ - ‘jf3, we get that 
min(x? c, czcA -3X4$+0-1}~CA-3X46+8-1, 
where f(x) x g(x) denotes that f(x) -+ g(x) and f(x) $ g(x). Since c > 1 we 
may take 
B1 <,!A3x-3b-9+l gA3X-3t+--++, 
c 
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With I as above, we get that (7) cannot hold; for if (7) is true, then 
II) ~c,c,cA-3X4~+@-- d c, a’A -‘x9’ so that (6) also holds, contradicting 
Lemma 2. Therefore, 
a’<c c~-2X3ti+~-l 
2 
This gives that 
B,Qc,cA-~x~“+~-~+ 1 @cA-2x3d+e-’ 
for Case 2. By (13) we may take 
B, 6 [I( A”3x(1 - 5&)‘3 + 1 
4 ,aA -8/3xC7@ + 30 - 2V3 + 1 
, 
and (14) now gives that 
Since 8 > f > 6 and, from (2) q5 < 1 - 36, we get by Lemma 3 that 
case 3 C:/3X(3Q + 0 - 1 w < a < c 1/3x(4b - 1 v3 
Let A E [C:/3X(3d+o- ‘j/z, c>/~:‘~~-~)!~].’ Then (8) holds since, in 
this case, a’ <A ,< c,A-‘x~“-~. Consider ZE (x4, 2x”] with )I) f 
min(x”, cIc2c; 2’3~A-1~4 . We shall prove that a’ < c,c;~/~c, whence > 
B,4C. 
Assume on the contrary that ~‘2 c~c;*‘~c. Then (6) holds since 
c&A-‘x+>c c c -2’3~A-1x) > ]I], and (7) too since A > c~‘~x(~~+~- ‘)I’. 1 2 3 
Lemma 2 then gives a contradiction. Thus, a’ < c2c;*j3c. Clearly, we may 
take 
B,$max I,fA . 
{ 1 
BY (13) 
B, B, + x+A”~x(’ - 5d)‘3 + 1 + 1 A 
C 
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c t(a) 4 c + A + cA”~x(’ - 20’3. 
A<o<2A 
Hence, by Lemma 3, 
.& t(a) <c log x + x146- 1u3 + c(x(4& ‘)~yx(‘-2~)‘3 
case4 c’/3x(4)--1)/3<.~,-3/10x(179-44)/13. 
Let A E &3X(46- 1)/3, c-~“‘x(‘~~-~~~~]. Consider IC (x”, 2x4] with 
(II < min(x”, c,c,~;~‘~cA-~x~}. By (2), 4 > (78 - 1)/2 so that for 
0> 3/14 = 0.2142857, (4#- 1)/3 > 0, and hence, for x sufficiently large, 
min(xb, cr c,c; 2’3cA -‘x4} = cl czcj *13cA- ‘x4. Note that we can partition 
(x4, 2xm] into 
such intervals I. We prove that either a’ > c,A-~x~@-’ (i.e., (8) is false) or 
a’ < c2 c3 -2”c. Suppose a’ 2 c,c,~‘~c. By (2), (44 - 1)/3 2 (34 + 13 - 1)/2 so 
that (7) holds. Furthermore, 
so that (6) holds. From Lemma 3, we now deduce that (8) is false, as 
desired. Thus, in subintervals of (A, 2A] of length <c3Ad2x4(-’ there are 
<c2c3 -*13c + 1 choices of a for which there is a u such that both u and u + a 
are in S(x”, 2x9 n I. Hence, we get that 
B, 4max(c, cA~x’-~*} $cA~x’-~@ 
since A3x’-40b 1 in this case. By (13), 
B, e cA -lXdA 1/3x(l - %5)/3 + 1 
= c,,-V3X(I--2dM3 + 1. 
Thus, by (14), 
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so that by Lemma 3, 
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case 5. a > c~3/10x(17~-4)/13~ 
From (lo), we get that 
C, t(a) G c 3/10xI-(174-4)/13 = C3!10X(4/13K~ - 4) 
To prove that fJ = $ is admissible for some sufficiently large c > 1, we 
combine these five cases to obtain that 
4/5xW+40~ I)/9 + $4$- I)!3 + c.y2(1 -)1/9 
+ey(174-44)/13 +xW~-3)/13 + c3!10x:(4-4C)/13 
<< c4/~x16~-(l/9))/9 + .J16+3Vl3 + c3/10~x4(1 -#)/I3 
and 
By (2) and Lemma 1, we now get for 0 = $ that 
1 qx5’l*, xV3)1 = lqx5/‘8, x33711O26)j + l~(~337/1026, x’/3)( 
< c4/s x2l9 
But when 0 = 2/9, 
78-l 5 -=- 
2 18 
and l-30=;. 
Hence, by the discussion preceding (2), we have proven that for some c > 1, 
h = cx219 is admissible. 
3. THE USE OF EXPONENTIAL SUMS 
In this section, we use (2), (14), and (13) as in the previous section to 
bound IS(x”, 2x4)1. We shall, however, make use of exponential sums to 
641135!2-3 
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estimate B,. Let ZC (A-“, 2x@], and consider u and u + a in S(x”, 2~~) n Z 
with aE (A, 2A] where A 2 1. Then from (l), we obtain that 
a3x 
u2(u + a)2 
=m+O(cx’-+) 
for some integer m. Fix an element w  E I. Then 
a3x =a3x($+($i-$)-(&u2,,~a12)) u’(u + a)2 
=a3x I+(w--U)(W3+W2U+WU2+U3) 
( 
2au+a2 
W W4U4 - u”(u + a)2 > 
so that 
Since u and u + a are in S(x”, 2x’) n Z and since a E (A, 2A], we get that 
A < II). Hence, 
a3x 
T=rn + O(cxedo) + O(jZl A3x’-56). 
W 
We now prove the following: 
LEMMA 4. Let aE (A, 2A] with A 2 1, and let ZG (x”, 2x”]. Also, let 
w  EL Suppose that tl(a) 2 1. Then there exists a positive constant c4 such 
that ly 
3 44+0--I jZ[<cA- x , 
a3x 1 > 7 E [O, c4cxo-4-J u Cl- c4cxy l), 
where { } denotes the fractional part. 
ProoJ From the condition in the lemma the term on the right-hand 
side of (15) corresponding to O(jZl PI~x’-~)) is d cxePo. The lemma now 
follows from (15). 
We will also make use of the following: 
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LEMMA 5. LetE=[O,a]u[l-a,l)whereOca<$.Letf:R+Rbe 
any function. Let S be a set of positive integers. Then for any positive integer 
J< 1/(4a), we get that 
ProojI If a E ($, $), the lemma is vacuously true since there are no 
positive integers J< 1/(4a). Suppose now that a ,< 4. Define w(x) by 
w(x)=J+ 1 for xEZ and 
w(x)= i e(jx)= 
e((J+ 1)x) - 1 
j=O 
e(x) - 1 
= e(Jx/2) 
sin(lr(J+ 1 )x) 
sin( nx) 
otherwise. For J< 1/(4a) and x E (0, a], 0 < n(J+ 1)x < n(1/(4a) + 1)a < 
n/4+rcf4=~/2 so that 
,w(x), = lsiWJ+ WI 
Isin(nx)( 
> (2/7c)(7$J+ 1)~) 2(J+ 1) /- z- 
XX n . 
(16) 
Also, since Iw(x)l = Iw( -x)1, (16) holds whenever J< 1/(4a) and XE E. 
Hence, 
7c2 
“4(3+ 1)2 i=-J 
i (J+ 1 -IA) ~~y4.if(~))l. 
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We isolate the term corresponding to j= 0 and then use that 
(J+l--I-/j)J C 4-Lfls))l 
SES 
=(J+ l- IjO Is~s4ifc~))j G(J+ 1) Is~s4tiWl 
to obtain the lemma. 
To use the above lemmas, we consider Z as in Lemma 4, i.e., such that 
IZ(<cA- x . 3 4(+8-l (17) 
Fix WEZ. Take a=cqcxe-# and S = (A, 2A]. Recall from (2) that 4 > 8 so 
that a < $ (for x Miciently large). Then the lemmas imply that 
(18) 
for any positive integer J< 1/(4a). In fact, (18) is easily seen to hold now 
for any real JE (0, 1/(4a)]. 
We will want a way of estimating the exponential sum on the right-hand 
side of (18). To do this, we will use the following result (cf. [13, 
Theorem 5.91): 
LEMMA 6. For fixed positive real numbers A, 4, j, w, and x, with A > 1 
and w  E (x”, 2x”], one has that 
A,FG2, e (j$) 4 A(jAx1-4))1/2+ (jAx1-4@)-1/2. 
Thus, (18) implies that 
B, + f C 
lCI<J 
(j’/zA3/2x(1-40/2 + j-li2A - mx(4+- 1112) + $ 
@ JwA3/y -4+)/z + J-1/2A-wX(4b-1)/2 + J-IA 
provided that 
(19) 
O<J<(1/(4c,c))x”-e. (20) 
We will later make use of Cases 1, 2, and 3 from Section 2. Now, we turn 
to considering some new cases to replace Cases 4 and 5 from Section 2. 
(Note: One could use exponential sums to replace Cases 1, 2, and 3 as 
well. ) 
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Case 6. 4 < 6119 and c:‘~x(~~- ‘)I3 < a <x(84-2)15. 
Let A E [c;/3x(4d - 1113, $844 - 2)/5 1. The right-hand side of the inequality on 
111 in (17) is checked to be > 1. We partition (x”, 2x”] into intervals I 
satisfying (17) so that we can take 
since, by (2), 4 > 8. 
Take .Z= A-*x4)-l. Note that (20) holds whenever 
A 2 (4c4c)“2x(3d+@- 1)/2, 
and this holds provided that (44 - 1)/3 > (34 + 8 - 1)/2. One can check 
that the latter is true since (1 - 4)/3 > g > $2 8. Hence, by (19) we get 
that 
B2~A’/2+A3~1-4~~A1/2. 
By (13) and (17), we can take 
B, e cA -3x4@+e- 1A’/3x(’ -5’$)/3 + 1 
Thus, by (14) 
.,F<,, t(a) 4 A3~1-e-36 +~7/2~1---3&+~5/6~(1-2))/3 
so that by Lemma 3 
x6 t(a) -+ (x (~g-2)/5)7/2~1-e-3+ + (x(8~-2~/5)5/6x(l-2~)/3 
= x(l3d- se- 2V5 + x2+V3. 
For 8 >, 6 = 0.2105.. and 4 G 5, we obtain that 
1, t(a) < x2’13. 
Case7. b<& and ~(‘(-~“~<a~x(~,-~)“. 
tit A E [xW--2)/~, xW-W8 1. For 8 > f, one checks that (2) implies that 
the right-hand side of the inequality for 111 in (17) is > 1. We partition 
(x”, 2x4] into intervals Z satisfying (17). For 8 > g = 0.2075..., we can take 
B, 4 (l/c) A3x1-‘-‘+ 
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and 
as before. 
B, .g C~-WX(71+3~--2)/3 + 1 
Take J= A-1/3x(4)-11)/3. Now, (20) holds provided that 
This holds if 4 + 38 - 1 < (84 - 2)/5 or, equivalently, 39 + 3 > 158. From 
(2), we get that since 8< f, 
34 + 3 2 3(76’- 1)/2 + 3 = (21/2)0 + 3/2 > 1%. 
Thus, by (19), 
B2~A4/3X(‘-4~‘/3+A-1/3Xf4~--1)/3~A4/3Xf1-46)/3 
By (14), we obtain that 
so that, by Lemma 3, 
For fI>&= 0.2105... and 4 < $ satisfying (2), we get that 
x7 t(a) < xc* -+“*. 
Case 8. 4 < & and a > x(9d-2)/8. 
From (lo), 
C, f(a)Gx 4 - (96 - 2P = x(2 - bU8 
Case 9. $>A and c:/3x(4(-11u3<.~x(106-2)/11. 
Let A E [c:/3x(4&1)/3, x(1’3&2)/” 1. One may check that for 0 > 5 and 
4 < 1 - 38 as in (2), the interval above is not empty; but, in fact, this is not 
necessary since if the interval were empty, then C9 r(a) = 0 which is a better 
bound than we will obtain. One easily checks that the bound for 111 in (17) 
is > 1. We partition (x4, 2x”] into intervals Z satisfying (17) so that we may 
take 
B, 4(1/c) A3~1-e-3d 
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and 
Take J= (c:‘~/(~c~c)) A-2x4L6-L. Then (20) holds provided that 
A > c:‘~x(~)+~-‘~‘~. But (2) implies that (34 + 8 - t)/2 < (44 - 1)/3; hence, 
(20) hoIds. We get from (19) that 
B, e c”~A”~ + cA3x’ - 4@. 
Hence, by (14), 
c t(a)eA3X1-6-3)+A7/2Xl-~-3*+A6X2-----7) 
AcoGZA 
+ ,1/2~5/6~(1 -Z-$)/3 + ,~10/3~‘4- 14bY3 
so that by Lemma 3 
For 8 2 $ = 0.214... and + G 4 satisfying (2), we get that 
c, t(a) 4 cxo + 2)/11, 
Case 10. 4 > 2 and a > x(10b-2)‘11. 
From (IO), 
C,, t@)<x d-(lOO-2)/11 =X(b+2)/11 
Using (2) with Cases 1,2,3,6,7, and 8, we obtain that for @ = & and 
&=(78-1)/2<&& 
I,‘@, 2x4)1 .$ c4/5x(66+4e- 1)/9 + $40- I)/3 + cx(2 - 26)/9 + x2&3 + $2-))/8 
Qx(2--o/8 
We get from Lemma 1 that 
\,qx”23, xW9)j 4 x(2- (6/23))/8 = 923. 
Using (2) with Cases 1, 2, 3, 9, and 10, we obtain that for 6/19 6 4~ 
l-30=& 
(~(~4, zx’)l .+ c4/5x(64+4t’-‘)/9 + $49- I)/3 + cx(2-2+‘)/9 + cxO+2V”. 
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One checks that the first and last terms on the right-hand side above 
dominate the right-hand side. Furthermore, 
c4/5x(69 + 40 - 1 )I9 2 ,+ + 2)/l 1 
if and only if 
where 
Thus, from Lemma 1, we obtain that 
Is(xW9, xWW37)+~)( Q cxUW‘W+~+Wll 
= c98/95x93/437 6 x5/23 
and 
IS(X 
(149/437)+x, , x*‘23)1 <c 4/5x4(6@/23)+4(5/23) - 1 )I9 = c4J5x5J23 
Combining the above, we obtain that for 0 = 5123 
IS@ 
(78 - 1)/2, x 1 - 38 
)I4c 3 
4/5x5/23 
finishing the proof of the theorem. 
4. THE USE OF EXPONENT PAIRS 
To obtain the final result mentioned in the Introduction, we combine 
material from the previous sections with the use of exponent pairs and, 
hence, with methods already used by Richert [lo] and Rankin [9]. This 
will enable us to shorten the range on 4 in (2) before making use of the 
estimates in Sections 2 and 3. Although we will want to make use of the 
exponent pairs of Huxley and Watt [7] (which were developed partially 
through the work of Bombieri and Iwaniec [ 1 ] ), we begin by discussing 
what is possible without the use of their exponent pairs. 
Let R denote Rankin’s constant which we define as 
R=inf(lc+A), 
where the inlimum is over all (K, A) which are exponent pairs obtainable by 
beginning with (0, 1) and iterating the A and B processes usually associated 
with exponent pairs. Thus, one can show that (cf. [4]) 
R = 0.829021356859.... 
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The method described below can be used to establish that for any E > 0 
8 = (2R + 3)/(9R + 14) + E = 0.2170499... + E (21) 
is permissible in our theorem. 
Huxley and Watt [7] showed that for any E >O, the pair ((9/56) + E, 
(37/56) + E) is an exponent pair. If one allows such exponent pairs to be 
used as part of the range of the intimum in the definition of Rankin’s con- 
stant R, then one can replace R by R’ = (23/28) + E = 0.82142857... + E. In 
general, one cannot simply replace R’ for R into an expression such as (21) 
to obtain a new theorem. Doing so may lead to a result which is either 
better or worse than what can actually be obtained using the new pairs. 
In this case, in fact, making use of the Huxley and Watt pairs allows us 
to do better than (2R’ + 3)/(9R’ + 14) which only approaches 130/599 = 
0.21702838... as E approaches 0. 
We now use the Huxley and Watt pairs directly to improve the lower 
bound on 4 in (2). To do this, we will use that there are exponent pairs 
arbitrarily close to BA3(9/56, 37/56) = (241/574, 148/287). If UE S(x”, 2x”), 
then there is an integer m such that 
x<mu’<x+h 
which implies that 
where now c1= cxelx2~ = exe-*). Thus, from Lemma 5, 
where J< (1/(4c))x*“-‘. Using the exponent pair (JC, A) gives that 
where the implied constant depends only on IC and 1. Thus, 
IS(-/, 2x9 6 JKX(1--36b+@ +I’; J -x3”-‘+x6/J. 
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Take J=x((-(‘-~~)~-~~)‘(~+‘). Note that for 4< 1-38~ 4, one has that 
x@ > x36-1 log J. Also, the inequality J< (1/(4c))x’@-* is easily checked to 
follow from 0 < K <R ,( 1 and 0 < 1. Thus, we get that 
JS(x”, 2x”)l <<x ((1-2~bc+B~)/(K+l) (22) 
By using exponent pairs near (9/56, 37/56), one obtains from (22) that for 
any E>O, 
so that by Lemma 1, for 8 = (47/217) + E, 
lqx(7@- 1)/z, xW217)( 4 xe 
From Section 3, we get that for 58/217 <Q 6/19 < 
IS(x$2x~)l 4 x(2-4)‘8 
so that by Lemma 1 
IS@ 581217 , x6”9)1 4 2. 
Let w  be such that x”‘= c33/95 (as in Section 3). Let y = 4225/12,369 - 
44&/57 + w. From Section 3, we get that for 6/19 < 4 < y 
IS(x$ 2x”)( 4 cx()+2)‘” 
andfor y<#<1-30 
IS(#, 2-&l ,+ c4/5x(66+4@-1)/9 <=,x((1302#-29)/1953)+~. 
Thus, by Lemma 1, 
(S(ZP’19, x-q 6 x 2633/l 2,369 6 x#e 
One checks that for 8 near 47/217, 1 - 38 > 123,577/356,097. Thus, we also 
get that 
lWY, x 123.577/356,097)1 6 x(829/3829) + c 4 x!3+ 
By considering the exponent pairs near (241/574, 148/287) which were 
mentioned earlier in this section, we obtain from (22) that for any E > 0 
lS(x”, 2x9 <<x ((241- 186+)/815) + E 
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Hence, 
If% 123,577/356,097 7X l--38)1 $x (829/3829) + E 4 xO, 
Combining the above estimates leads to 
IS(x (78 - 1)/2 , ,‘-3~)1 4 x8. 
Thus, the final result stated in the Introduction holds. 
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